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ABSTRACT

After the initiation of the explosion of core-collapse supernovae, neutrinos emitted from the nascent neutron star drive a supersonic
baryonic outflow. This neutrino-driven wind interacts withthe more slowly moving, earlier supernova ejecta forming a wind termi-
nation shock (or reverse shock), which changes the local wind conditions and their evolution. Important nucleosynthesis processes
(alpha-process, charged-particle reactions, r-process,andνp-process) occur or might occur in this environment. The nucleosynthesis
depends on the long-time evolution of density, temperature, and expansion velocity. Here we present two-dimensional hydrodynamical
simulations with an approximate description of neutrino-transport effects, which for the first time, follow the post-bounce accretion,
onset of the explosion, wind formation, and the wind expansion through the collision with the preceding supernova ejecta. Our results
demonstrate a great impact of the anisotropic ejecta distribution on the position of the reverse shock, wind profile, andlong-time
evolution and show a big effect of multidimensional features on nucleosynthesis-relevant conditions.
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1. Introduction

Supernova outflows are an important astrophysical site for sev-
eral nucleosynthesis processes. A variety of isotopes seemto
be exclusively produced there and contribute in a character-
istic way to the enrichment of the interstellar medium, from
which old halo stars and later our Solar System have formed.
Therefore, their fingerprint can be observed (e.g., Sneden et al.,
2008). Studying the long-time evolution of core-collapse super-
novae is a challenging problem because the explosion mecha-
nism is not yet fully understood (Janka et al., 2007) and because
of the high computational demands for simulating such a dynam-
ical environment. CPU time requirements become even more
extreme when multidimensional simulations combined with ac-
curate neutrino transport are supposed to follow the supernova
ejecta for many seconds. In this paper, we take advantage of
an approximate and computationally efficient neutrino transport
treatment (Scheck et al., 2006) to present the first results of two-
dimensional simulations of core-collapse supernovae thattrack
the outflow evolution for up to three seconds.

Simultaneously with the onset of the core-collapse super-
nova explosion, the proto-neutron star forms and cools by emit-
ting neutrinos (Pons et al., 1999), which deposit energy in the
surface-near layers of the proto-neutron star. Since the den-
sity and temperature gradients are rather steep, the neutrino-
heated matter is accelerated quickly and even reaches super-
sonic velocities (Duncan et al., 1986). After first promising re-
sults of Woosley et al. (1994), neutrino-driven winds have been
investigated intensely as a site where heavy elements couldbe
produced via rapid neutron capture (see Arnould et al., 2007,
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for a review of r-process sites and physics). However, the
conditions for successful r-processing found by Woosley etal.
(1994) could neither be confirmed by other simulations at that
time (Witti et al., 1994; Takahashi et al., 1994), nor by more
recent ones (e.g., Arcones et al., 2007; Fischer et al., 2009).
Roberts et al. (2010) explain the numerical problems that arti-
ficially produced suitable conditions for the production ofheavy
n-rich elements (Hoffman et al., 1997) in the simulations of
Woosley et al. (1994). Because of the lack of the appropriate
conditions in more recent neutrino-driven wind simulations, ef-
forts continue to find possible missing physical ingredients. In
Arcones et al. (2007), hereafter Paper I, we studied in detail the
evolution of the neutrino-driven wind and its interaction with
the earlier supernova ejecta for different stellar progenitors and
neutrino luminosities. This interaction results in a wind termi-
nation shock (or reverse shock), which changes the evolution
of nucleosynthesis-relevant conditions: density, temperature, ex-
pansion velocity (see Paper I). However, integrated nucleosyn-
thesis based on those simulations (Arcones & Montes, 2010)
show that no heavy r-process elements can be produced.

First systematic studies of neutrino-driven winds were based
on solving stationary wind equations (see e.g., Qian & Woosley,
1996; Otsuki et al., 2000; Thompson et al., 2001). These steady-
state models could not consistently account for the reverse
shock, which is a hydrodynamical feature found in several
simulations (e.g., Janka & Müller, 1995; Janka & Müller, 1996;
Burrows et al., 1995; Buras et al., 2006; Arcones et al., 2007;
Fischer et al., 2009). The impact of the reverse shock on the r-
process has been investigated by means of parametric, steady-
state models of subsonic “breeze” solutions combined with an
outer boundary at constant pressure (Sumiyoshi et al., 2000;
Terasawa et al., 2002) or supersonic winds with fixed asymptotic
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temperature (e.g., Wanajo et al., 2002; Wanajo, 2007), or two-
stage outflow models where a faster wind phase is followed by
a slower expansion phase (Kuroda et al., 2008; Panov & Janka,
2009). There are also recent studies (Wanajo et al., 2010;
Roberts et al., 2010) of the effect of the reverse shock on theνp-
process (Fröhlich et al., 2006; Pruet et al., 2006; Wanajo,2006).
A discussion of the implications of the reverse shock on the nu-
cleosynthesis will be given in Sect. 4.

In Paper I, we have analyzed the behaviour of the reverse
shock based on spherically symmetric hydrodynamic simula-
tions. We found by analytic means that the position of the re-
verse shock depends on wind velocity and density, but also on
the pressure of the supernova ejecta with which the wind col-
lides. This pressure is strongly related to the explosion energy
and progenitor structure. Therefore, the evolution of a mass ele-
ment that has crossed the reverse shock is more complicated than
a simple boundary at constant pressure or temperature. Herewe
show that multidimensional effects lead to an anisotropic mass
and density distribution of the initial supernova ejecta, which has
a big impact on the position of the reverse shock. The location
of the latter becomes angle dependent. In our two-dimensional
(2D) simulations, the neutrino-drivenwind boundary is therefore
strongly deformed to a non-spherical shape. As a consequence,
the properties of the shocked wind medium are strongly depen-
dent on the direction. The results presented here will help to im-
prove the simple extrapolations for the ejecta evolution that are
used in nucleosynthesis studies. They will allow to constrain the
parameter space of possible wind histories.

The paper is organized as follows. Numerical method and
computed models are described in Sect. 2. Our results of two
simulations for a chosen stellar progenitor are presented in
Sect. 3, where we also compare 2D to 1D results (Sect. 3.2) and
analyze the impact of varying the progenitor (Sect. 3.3). Finally,
the possible nucleosynthesis implications of our results are ad-
dressed in Sect. 4 and we summarize our findings in Sect. 5.

2. Two dimensional simulations

Observations indicate that core-collapse supernova are highly
anisotropic. Therefore, multidimensional simulations are more
realistic than spherically symmetric ones. However, they are
computationally much more expensive. Using the same hydro
code as in Paper I, we have performed hydrodynamical simu-
lations of the neutrino-driven wind phase in two dimensions.
We follow the evolution of the supernova ejecta for two sec-
onds starting at a few milliseconds after bounce. As in PaperI,
our simulations are done with a Newtonian hydrodynamics code,
which includes general relativity corrections in the gravitational
potential (Marek et al., 2006). It is combined with an efficient
neutrino transport approximation (Scheck et al., 2006). Inorder
to improve the performance of our simulations, the central high-
density region of the neutron star is excised and its behaviour is
prescribed by an inner boundary condition. This allows us also to
vary the contraction and final radius of the neutrons star, which
are determined by the uncertain high-density equation of state.
Neutrino luminosities at the boundary are chosen such that the
explosion energy is around 1.5 B. A detailed description of the
numerical method, initial models, and boundary treatment can
be found in Paper I, Scheck et al. (2006), and Kifonidis et al.
(2003).

Here we discuss six different models: two (T10-l1-r1 and
T10-l2-r1) are based on a 10.2M⊙ star (data provided by
A. Heger, priv. comm.), three (T15-l2-r1, T15-l1-r1, and T15-l1-
r0) on a 15M⊙ progenitor (s15s7b2, Woosley & Weaver (1995)),

and one (T25-l5-r4) on a 25M⊙ progenitor (s25a28, Heger et al.
(2001)). All progenitors were followed through core collapse by
A. Marek and are mapped to our 2D code typically 10 ms af-
ter bounce. In all models the subsequent contraction of the neu-
tron star and its cooling behaviour are described as explained
by Scheck et al. (2006) and defined by parametersRf for the
final boundary radius andt0 for the contraction timescale (see
Table 1). The neutrino luminosity imposed at the lower grid
boundary isLib

νe
+ Lib

ν̄e
= 52.5, 38.6, and 30.3 B/s for the mod-

els including “l1”, “l2”, and “l5” in the name, respectively. For
the model names we follow the same convection as in Paper I. In
Table 1, we summarize the values of the input parameters. The
initial configuration of the progenitor model is spherically sym-
metric. Since the code conserves this symmetry, it is necessary
to add random perturbations to the velocity field (typicallywith
an amplitude of 0.1 %) to allow for hydrodynamic instabilities
to develop (see Scheck et al., 2006). The resolution of our two-
dimensional simulations is around 900 radial grid points and 180
angular bins. The number of radial zones is increased depending
on the requirements in the outer layers of the proto-neutronstar,
where the density gradient is very steep and neutrinos decouple
from matter.

3. Results

In this section we describe the explosion and ejecta evolution
for models T10-l1-r1 and T10-l2-r1, give an analytic explana-
tion of the reverse shock behaviour in Sect. 3.1, and compareto
spherically symmetric models (Sect. 3.2) and to the more mas-
sive progenitors (Sect. 3.3). The model parameters and overview
of the results are presented in Table 1.

The initial distribution is spherically symmetric except for
small random seed perturbations. As neutrinos deposit energy
behind the shock, a negative entropy gradient establishes.The
region between neutron star and shock thus becomes Ledoux-
unstable and convective overturn appears. Neutrino-heated, high
entropy matter streams upwards, while downflows transport low
entropy matter from the shock to the neutron star. The down-
flows and rising bubbles evolve quickly on time scales of the
order of tens of milliseconds. The mass distribution below the
shock becomes highly anisotropic and is dominated by low
spherical harmonics modes. In this phase continuous neutrino
heating aided by convection leads to an explosion. The evolu-
tion after the onset of the explosion is shown in Fig. 1 by the
entropy distribution at different times after bounce.

After the launch of the explosion a proto-neutron star forms
at the center and cools and deleptonizes by emitting neutrinos.
During this phase, neutrino-heated matter expands away from
the proto-neutron star surface, in what is known as neutrino-
driven wind and collides with the previous, more slowly moving
ejecta. The interaction of the supersonic wind with the super-
nova ejecta results in a wind termination shock (reverse shock).
At this discontinuity, kinetic energy is transformed into internal
energy, which produces an increase of the entropy (see panels of
Fig. 1 att ≥ 500 ms) and the wind is decelerated. At late times
the changes become slower, shock and ejecta expand quasi-self-
similarly.

The neutrino-driven wind is spherically symmetric because
it depends only on the neutrino emission of the proto-neutron
star, which is isotropic. However, the distribution of the early
ejecta is highly anisotropic. This produces a deformation of the
reverse shock and of the shocked wind. The reverse shock radius
and the properties of the shocked matter become angle depen-
dent. An example of a two-dimensional feature is the downflow
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Table 1. Parameters and results at one second after bounce. The proto-neutron star contraction is characterized by its time scale t0
and the final boundary radiusR f . The boundary luminosity (Lib

νe
+ Lib

ν̄e
) is constant during the first second and later decays ast−3/2.

The end of the simulation is denoted by the timetend given in seconds after bounce.Mbar is the baryonic mass of the neutron star.
The neutron star radiusRns is defined as the location where the density is 1011 g cm−3. ∆Etot is the total energy radiated in neutrinos
of all flavors (measured in bethe [B]= 1051 erg),Lνe andLν̄e are the luminosities of electron neutrinos and antineutrinos at 500 km,
〈ǫνe〉 and〈ǫν̄e〉 are the corresponding mean energies,Eexp is the explosion energy,texp is the post-bounce time when the explosion
sets in (defined as the moment when the energy of expanding postshock matter exceeds 1049 erg).

Model Contraction Lib
νe
+ Lib

ν̄e
Progenitor Mass tend Mbar ∆Etot Rns Lνe Lνe 〈ǫνe〉 〈ǫνe〉 Eexp texp

(Rf , t0) [B/s] [M⊙] [s] [M⊙] [100B] [km] [B/s] [B/s] [MeV] [MeV] [B] [s]
T10-l1-r1 9 km; 0.1 s 52.5 10 2.8 1.261 1.305 14.82 22.97 24.63 20.51 22.10 1.457 0.153
T10-l2-r1 9 km; 0.1 s 38.6 10 2.2 1.280 1.146 13.44 21.76 22.49 21.36 22.91 0.938 0.170
T15-l2-r1 9 km; 0.1 s 38.6 15 1.5 1.421 1.228 12.76 22.60 23.23 22.27 23.75 1.405 0.184
T15-l1-r0 8 km; 0.1 s 52.5 15 2.0 1.393 1.460 12.79 25.53 26.45 22.68 24.04 1.364 0.156
T15-l1-r1 9 km; 0.1 s 52.5 15 1.0 1.388 1.461 13.27 27.66 28.22 22.55 23.87 1.341 0.162
T25-l5-r4 10.5 km; 0.1 s 30.3 25 1.6 1.869 2.233 13.41 36.46 39.92 24.31 25.51 3.674 0.197

present atθ ≈ π/2 in model T10-l1-r1, which corresponds to the
low entropy region visible in the panels fort = 500− 2000 ms
of Fig. 1. This feature leads to a big deformation of the reverse
shock, in contrast to model T10-l2-r1, where the reverse shock
stays almost spherically symmetric as no strong, long-lasting
downflows have formed. These variations in the evolution and
structure of the two models are not an immediate consequenceof
the different boundary luminosities. In Table 1 one can see that
many parameters of both models are very similar. The anisotropy
of the ejecta depends on chaotic effects that are triggered by the
initial random perturbations (for more details see Scheck et al.,
2006).

High-density, low-entropy regions in the ejecta, which are
the remainders of former downflows, act like obstacles prevent-
ing faster wind expansion in those directions. In the analytic dis-
cussion of Paper I, we found that the reverse shock radius de-
pends on the pressure of the more slowly moving early ejecta:

Rrs ∝

√

Ṁwuw

Prs
. (1)

The mass outflow rate (̇Mw) and the velocity (uw) of the wind are
the same at all angles because the wind is spherically symmetric.
Therefore, the variation of the reverse shock radius with angle is
caused by the pressure variations of the anisotropic ejecta(Prs).

The aspherical matter distribution in the layer between re-
verse shock and forward shock leads also to an angle depen-
dence of the entropy jump, which depends on the reverse-shock
position and wind velocity (approximately assrs ∝

√
Rrsu1.75

w ,
Arcones et al. (2007)). Figure 2 shows the radius of the reverse
shock (bottom panel) and the entropy, pressure, radial velocity,
and temperature of the decelerated wind matter just after the re-
verse shock as functions of the azimuthal angle for model T10-
l1-r1 att = 1.5 s after bounce. Pressure and reverse shock radius
are related as roughly given by Eq. (1). Moreover, the pressure
determines also the angle between radial direction and reverse
shock (Sect. 3.1). The temperature, which is one of the most
relevant quantities for nucleosynthesis, depends mainly on the
position of the reverse shock. When the reverse shock is at a
smaller radius the shocked matter reaches higher temperatures.
The link between these quantities and the geometrical structure
of the reverse shock can be explained by analytic means as we
show in the next section.

3.1. Analytic discussion

We use the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions (see paper I for further
discussion) to understand the behaviour of the shocked matter
and its angular dependence. The neutrino-driven wind expands
in the radial direction with velocityuw, hits the slow-moving,
anisotropic ejecta, and a deformed reverse shock results. As
shown schematically in Fig. 3, there is an angleφ between re-
verse shock and radial direction. For spherical explosionsthis
angle is alwaysπ/2, since the reverse shock can only be perpen-
dicular to the radius vector. In an oblique shock the velocity can
be decomposed into two components: tangential (u‖) and perpen-
dicular (u⊥) to the shock. The tangential component of the veloc-
ity is continuous through an oblique shock (Landau & Lifshitz,
1959). Following the notation introduced in Fig. 3, this implies
that:

u‖ = uw cosφ = urs,r cosφ + urs,θ sinφ (2)

with

urs,r = urs cosχ , (3)

urs,θ = urs sinχ , (4)

being the radial and lateral components of the velocity of the
shocked matter (urs), respectively.

The perpendicular component of the velocity,u⊥, is changed
according to the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions. The mass con-
servation condition, including the angle dependence, is:

ρwuw sinφ = ρrsurs,r sinφ + ρrsurs,θ cosφ . (5)

The momentum continuity condition for an oblique shock is:

Pw + ρwu2
⊥ = Prs + ρrsu

2
rs,⊥ , (6)

where only the perpendicular components of the velocities enter.
We can thus write a relation between the pressure and the angle
φ:

∆P = ρwu2
w sin2 φ

(

1−
1
β

)

, (7)

where∆P = Prs − Pw is the pressure jump at the reverse shock
(note that usuallyPw ≪ Prs), uw is the radial wind velocity
(Fig. 3), andβ is:

β =
ρrs

ρw
=

u⊥
urs,⊥

=
uw sinφ

urs,r sinφ + urs,θ cosφ
. (8)
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Fig. 1. Entropy distribution in models T10-l1-r1 (left column) andT10-l2-r1 (right column) for different times after bounce as
indicated in every panel. The figures are plotted such that the polar axis is oriented horizontally with “south” (θ = π) on the left and
“north” (θ = 0) on the right. The thin grey line marks the shock radius. In the panel fort = 1500 ms of model T10-l1-r1, the radial
lines mark the angular directions atθ = 25 degrees (green line) and 100 degrees (red line), along which radial profiles are shown in
Fig. 6.
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Fig. 2. Latitudinal variation of the reverse shock radius (bottom)
and of the entropy, pressure, radial velocity, and temperature of
the wind matter just after passing the reverse shock in model
T10-l1-r1 att = 1.5 s after bounce.

The variation of the pressure jump (and thus of the entropy and
temperature increase by the reverse shock) with angleφ can be
deduced from Eq. (7). Sinceβ > 1 usually, this equation implies
that whenφ goes toπ/2, i.e., the reverse shock is perpendicu-
lar to wind velocity,∆P and the entropy jump are larger (see
middle panel in Fig. 4). As there is (roughly) a pressure balance
betweenPrs and the pressure of the slow-moving early ejecta,

Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the velocities in a fluid go-
ing through an oblique shock (red line). Only the velocity com-
ponent perpendicular to the shock,u⊥, is changed when a mass
element crosses the shock – the tangential component,u‖, is con-
served. Therefore, the direction of the flow is changed at the
shock.

which is higher in the downflows,φ tends to be aboutπ/2 in
regions where downflows are present. In Fig. 4 the upper panel
shows that the density reaches highest values where the down-
flow is located (θ ≈ 100 degrees). Consistently, the pressure in
this region is also large as shown in the middle panel. This leads
to straight sections in the reverse shock shape and to the occur-
rence of kinks between locations of downflows.

The reverse shock in model T10-l1-r1 thus exhibits several
kinks (Fig. 4) due to the anisotropic pressure distributionof the
ejecta. Figure 5 shows, in a simplified way, the effects of these
kinks. An oblique reverse shock is less effective in decelerating
the flow (Eq. (8)) because the tangential component of the veloc-
ity is conserved through the shock. This leads to higher veloc-
ities outside the non-spherical parts of the reverse shock (urs in
Fig. 5) compared to spherical regions (u′rs in Fig. 5). This can be
seen in the velocity field marked by arrows in the middle panel
of Fig. 4. The velocity of the ejecta is not directed radiallyafter
the wind has passed an oblique shock. This produces collimated
high-velocity outflows starting at the kinks (Fig. 4, bottompanel
and Fig. 1). Moreover, the kinks of the reverse shock are asso-
ciated with minimum values of the pressure and entropy for the
shocked material as visible in Fig. 2.

3.2. Two-dimensional versus one-dimensional simulations

Convection enhances neutrino heating, leading to earlier and
more energetic explosions in 2D than in 1D, for the same inner-
boundary parameters. Earlier explosions imply that the neutron
star accretes matter during less time, thus its mass is slightly
smaller in 2D (see Table 1). These differences alter the wind and
reverse shock properties, making it difficult to contrast exactly
one- and two-dimensional simulations. In this section we com-
pare the one-dimensional model M10-l1-r1 (see Paper I) to the
two-dimensional model with the same inner boundary parame-
ters: T10-l1-r1. First, we examine the differences between the
radial profiles of both models at a given time and later the evo-
lution of relevant quantities.

Figure 6 shows the radial profiles of different quantities at
1.5 s after bounce. The one-dimensional model M10-l1-r1 is dis-
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Fig. 4. Distribution of density, pressure, and absolute value of
the velocity in the wind and shocked matter for model T10-l1-r1
at t = 1.5 s after bounce. In the middle panel the radial velocity
field is indicated by arrows.

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the velocities in a fluid going
through the reverse shock (red line) when a kink leads to the
collimation of the outflowing matter.

Fig. 6. Profiles of radial velocity, pressure, density, temperature,
and entropy as functions of radius at time 1.5 s after bounce.The
one-dimensional model M10-l1-r1 (black lines) is comparedto
profiles of the two-dimensional model T10-l1-r1 at anglesθ =
25 degrees (green lines) andθ = 100 degrees (red lines).

played by black lines. For the two-dimensional model, T10-l1-
r1, the radial profiles differ at all azimuthal angles. Therefore,
we chose two angles (see radial lines in panel fort = 1500 ms
of Fig. 1):θ = 25 degrees (green line) andθ = 100 degrees (red
line), whereRrs adopts extreme values. As in Paper I, the radial
profiles show an increase of the entropy in the region where neu-
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trinos deposit energy (r . 20 km) and a constant entropy value
in the wind. Matter close to the neutron star absorbs neutrinos
and moves outwards. The fast drop of the density and pressure
allows the expansion to become supersonic. The wind velocity
increases first approximately asu ∝ r and then approaches an
asymptotic value (uw). The interaction of the fast wind with the
slow-moving earlier ejecta results in a sudden drop of the ve-
locity and a jump of the pressure, density, temperature, anden-
tropy to higher values at the reverse shock. While the wind isstill
very similar in the one- and two-dimensional simulations, there
are significant differences in the conditions of the slow-moving
ejecta and therefore in the reverse shock position. The variations
in the wind are just a consequence of different neutron star prop-
erties due to the evolution towards explosion, which is not the
same in one and two dimensions, as explained before. However,
the two profiles of model T10-l1-r1 are identical in the wind
phase indicating that this region is spherically symmetric. This
is expected because the neutrino emission is isotropic and the
neutron star stays spherical without rotation. The differences in
the profiles appear at the position of the reverse shock, which in
2D depends on the angle and is also different from the 1D case.
Notice that forθ = 100 degrees the velocity of the slow-moving
ejecta is very small because of the presence of relics of a strong
downflow.

Since the main differences between 1D and 2D originate
from the reverse shock radius and are linked to the properties
of the supernova ejecta, we show in Fig. 7 the evolution of the
quantities of matter that has passed the reverse shock. The evolu-
tion in 2D is presented for fixed azimuthal anglesθ = 25 degrees
(green lines) and 100 degrees (red lines), corresponding tothe
lines of same colors in Fig. 1. In 2D the reverse shock radius
changes significantly between different angles with correspond-
ing variations of the temperature. This has an impact on nucle-
osynthesis as we will discuss later in Sect. 4. The behaviourof
the reverse shock radius follows Eq. (1). The entropy in the two-
dimensional simulation is always lower, even when the reverse
shock radius is larger than in the one-dimensional case. This is
explained by the fact that the reverse shock for the green rayis
oblique to the radial direction and the entropy jump is thus re-
duced (see Sect. 3.1). Moreover, in 2D the neutron-star massis
slightly smaller, which leads to lower entropies in the winditself
(Qian & Woosley, 1996).

Note that the wind phase can be studied just by one-
dimensional simulations because (without rotation) it stays
spherically symmetric. Even simple steady-state wind models
Otsuki et al. (2000); Thompson et al. (2001) are sufficient to de-
termine the wind properties, e.g. for discussing the nucleosyn-
thesis in the wind. However, the interaction of the wind withthe
supernova ejecta is a hydrodynamical problem that requiressu-
pernova explosion simulations. Moreover, we have shown here
that one-dimensional models are not enough to account for all
the possibilities of the long-time evolution of the ejecta.

3.3. Progenitor dependence

The reverse shock depends on the pressure of the more slowly
moving earlier ejecta, which is different for different progenitor
stars, as shown in Paper I. For similar explosion energies, more
massive progenitors have slower ejecta and therefore the ejecta
shell possesses a higher pressure so that the reverse shock stays
at a smaller radius. We have seen in the previous section thatan
anisotropic distribution of the pressure in 2D has a big impact
on the reverse shock position. It is thus interesting to study the

Fig. 7. Evolution of reverse shock radius, and of the entropy,
pressure, density, and temperature of the shocked neutrino-wind
matter for models M10-l1-r1 (black lines) and T10-l1-r1 atθ =
25 degrees (green lines) andθ = 100 degrees (red lines).

combined effect of the two ingredients: progenitor structure and
anisotropic ejecta.

In Fig. 8 the entropy distributions are shown for the rest of
the models in Table 1, representing the explosions of 15M⊙
and 25M⊙ progenitors. Note that the time is different in every
panel because the panels correspond to the momentstend when
our simulations were stopped. We can compare models with the
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same parameters for the proto-neutron star evolution, but dif-
ferent progenitors, e.g., T10-l1-r1 and T15-l1-r1. The evolution
of the ejecta in these two models is considerably different, al-
though the boundary conditions are the same. This is even more
visible in the case of models T10-l2-r1 and T15-l2-r1. The wind
termination shock is almost spherically symmetric in the 10M⊙
star, while it is highly asymmetric due to the presence of long-
lasting downflows in the 15M⊙ progenitor. The third model for
the 15M⊙ case (Fig. 8, upper panel) also develops a relatively
spherical reverse shock. Although there is no unambiguous re-
lation between the evolution of the ejecta and the shape of the
reverse shock on the one hand and the boundary conditions or
the progenitor structure on the other, more massive progenitor
stars like T25-l5-r4 favor long-lasting and more slowly expand-
ing downdrafts because of their denser structure and highermass
infall rates. The same trend can be observed in the cases of lower
boundary luminosities (e.g. in T15-l2-r1) and less energetic ex-
plosions. For the explosion models of the 10M⊙ star shown in
Fig. 1, the expansion is relatively fast because of the more dilute
silicon and oxygen shells, and therefore all downflows are blown
away during the first half a second, even when lower luminosi-
ties are assumed in the simulations.

However, the ejecta distribution does not only depend on
the progenitor or on small variations of the boundary conditions
that influence the strength of the explosion. The anisotropystarts
from random initial perturbations and develops in a chaoticway,
which thus can lead to significant variations in the ejecta mor-
phology. The main systematic effect of the progenitor is visi-
ble in the position of the forward and reverse shocks. Both are
at smaller radii for the more massive progenitors (providedthat
the explosion energy is similar), an effect that was already dis-
cussed in Paper I for 1D models and that is also present in 2D. A
new effect is seen for the more massive progenitors compared to
the 10M⊙ models: due to long-lasting accretion by the neutron
star, the explosion becomes highly asymmetric and the neutrino-
driven outflow can be confined to narrow angular wedges (see
Models T15-l2-r1 and T25-l5-r4 in Fig. 8). While accretion is
still going on, the outflow may not become supersonic in some
directions so that a termination can be absent for these angles.

4. Nucleosynthesis implications

We have shown the impact of multidimensional effects on the
dynamical evolution of the neutrino-driven wind, reverse shock
and supernova ejecta. In this section, we want to briefly ad-
dress the possible implications of our results for the nucle-
osynthesis processes occurring in supernova outflows: charged-
particle reactions, alpha process (Woosley & Hoffman, 1992;
Witti et al., 1994),νp-process (Fröhlich et al., 2006; Pruet et al.,
2006; Wanajo, 2006), and occasionally r-process (Arnould et al.,
2007, for a review).

Since the works of Cameron (1957) and Burbidge et al.
(1957), core-collapse supernova outflows have been the best
studied candidate for the production of heavy elements.
However, this environment is facing more and more problems
to fulfill the requirements (high entropy, low electron fraction
and fast expansion) for the production of heavy r-process el-
ements (A> 90). The conditions found to be necessary for a
robust and strong r-process (e.g., Hoffman et al., 1997) are not
achieved by recent long-time supernova simulations (PaperI,
Hüdepohl et al., 2010; Fischer et al., 2009). This is also the case
for our 2D simulations, where the wind entropies are too low to
get the high neutron-to-seed ratios necessary for the r-process.

Fig. 8. Entropy distribution for models T15-l1-r0, T15-l1-r1, and
T15-l2-r1 of a 15M⊙ progenitor and model T25-l5-r4 of a 25M⊙
star at the end of the simulations.

Yet galactic chemical evolution models (see e.g.,
Ishimaru et al., 2004; Qian & Wasserburg, 2008) suggest
that at least a subset of core-collapse supernovae could be
responsible of the origin of half of the heavy r-process elements.
Therefore, one may speculate that the r-process could take
place in neutrino-driven winds because of some still unknown
aspect of physics that might cure the problems revealed by
the present hydrodynamical models. In this case the reverse
shock could have important consequences (Wanajo et al., 2002).
Depending on the temperature at the reverse shock the r-process
path is different. When the reverse-shock temperature is low
(Trs . 0.5 GK), neutron-capture and beta-decay timescales
are similar (Blake & Schramm, 1976) and shorter than (γ, n)
timescales. This is also known as “cold r-process” (Wanajo,
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2007; Panov & Janka, 2009). In contrast, when the reverse shock
is at high temperatures, there is an (n, γ) − (γ, n) equilibrium as
in the classical r-process (Kratz et al., 1993; Freiburghaus et al.,
1999; Farouqi et al., 2010). The final abundances for these two
types of evolution are very different, see e.g., Wanajo et al.
(2002); Wanajo (2007); Kuroda et al. (2008); Panov & Janka
(2009); Arcones & Martı́nez-Pinedo (2010). Also the impact
of the nuclear physics input varies depending on how matter
expands (Arcones & Martı́nez-Pinedo, 2010).

In addition to the r-process, whose astrophysical site is
still uncertain, there are other nucleosynthesis processes occur-
ring in supernova outflows. The reverse shock can affect the
production of p-nuclei that happens in neutrino-driven winds
via charged-particle reactions (Woosley & Hoffman, 1992) and
theνp-process (Fröhlich et al., 2006; Pruet et al., 2006; Wanajo,
2006). This is becoming more important, because the most re-
cent and most sophisticated supernova simulations show that
the ejecta are proton-rich for several seconds (Fischer et al.,
2009) and even until completion of the proto-neutron star cool-
ing and deleptonization (Hüdepohl et al., 2010). The impact of
the reverse shock on these nucleosynthesis processes can show
up in two ways. First, the temperature jump leads to an in-
crease of the photo-dissociation rate. When the latter is too high,
newly formed nuclei are destroyed. However, when the photo-
dissociation rate is moderate, the temperature increase favors
the captures of charged particles. The other important effect of
the reverse shock is the strong reduction of the expansion ve-
locity with the consequence that the temperature stays constant
or decreases only slowly after a mass element has crossed the
reverse shock. Depending on the exact value of the tempera-
ture, photo-dissociations or charged-particle reactionscontinue
to take place. Moreover, when the expansion becomes slower,
the matter stays exposed to high neutrino fluxes for a longer
time. This increases the efficiency of theνp-process. However,
one should notice that the processes described here are possi-
ble only when the reverse-shock radius is sufficiently small, e.g.,
during the first few seconds after the onset of the explosion,be-
cause otherwise the temperature at the reverse shock is already
too low to play any role. Recently, Wanajo et al. (2010) sug-
gested a possible significant impact of the reverse shock on the
nucleosynthesis under these conditions, in contrast to thesmall
effects reported by Roberts et al. (2010). Therefore, further nu-
cleosynthesis studies should be done, taking into account the
reverse-shock behaviour found in Paper I and in particular in the
present work, where a huge variability due to multi-dimensional
effects was obtained.

5. Conclusions

With a small set of two-dimensional simulations for three pro-
genitor stars of different masses (Table 1) we have demon-
strated that the reverse-shock radius and the conditions ofthe
shocked neutrino-driven wind matter in supernova explosions
become strongly angle dependent. As we found in Paper I by
analytic means, the position of the reverse shock depends on
the wind properties (mass outflow rate and velocity) as well as
on the pressure of the more slowly moving supernova ejecta.
Comparison of the radial profiles of 1D and 2D simulations
shows that the neutrino-driven wind is spherically symmetric.
This is caused by the isotropic neutrino emission from a neu-
tron star that stays spherical in the absence of rotation. Multi-
dimensional simulations including rotation could lead to differ-
ences in the wind (Metzger et al., 2007; Wanajo, 2006) and thus
significant changes in its interaction with the supernova ejecta.

Although without rotation the wind develops identically inall di-
rections, a strong angular variation of the reverse shock position
can appear because of the anisotropic matter (and thus pressure)
distribution in the more slowly moving, early supernova ejecta.

When the radial location of the reverse shock is constrained
by the existence of dense downdrafts in the ejecta shell thatfol-
lows the supernova shock, the angle between the reverse shock
and the wind velocity, which goes in the radial direction, can
be estimated. We have found an analytic expression that relates
this angle to the jump of the pressure at the reverse shock. The
presence of the downflow features in the supernova ejecta shell
with local density and pressure maxima leads to angular vari-
ations of the radius of the reverse shock and thus a deforma-
tion of the wind-shell boundary with kinks appearing in the re-
gions where the obliqueness of the shock abruptly changes. The
Rankine-Hugoniot conditions imply that oblique shocks areless
efficient in decelerating matter. This produces a collimation of
the shocked flow in the vicinity of the kinks. Finally, we have
proven that basic features of the progenitor dependence seen in
Paper I are also present in our two-dimensional simulations, e.g.,
a slower expansion of the forward and reverse shocks in more
massive stars. However, such general aspects are superimposed
by an enormous amount of variability of explosions even of the
same progenitor and similar explosion energy due to the chaotic
growth of nonradial hydrodynamic instabilities from smallini-
tial seed perturbations.

In summary, we have found that in the multi-dimensional
case the expansion of the wind matter varies with the angulardi-
rection because it is influenced by the anisotropic distribution of
the earlier ejecta, which evolves chaotically from initialrandom
perturbations. Therefore, we strongly recommend that future nu-
cleosynthesis studies should test the effect of different extrapo-
lations of the evolution of the shock-decelerated ejecta. Our re-
sults can be used as guidance for the overall variability that is
possible and affects the nucleosynthesis-relevant conditions in
multi-dimensional supernova environments.
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